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   Abstract 

Through means of this specific paper, an endeavor is made towards dealing with “Free Integrated Heat Dissemination in a 2D 

Magneto Hydrodynamic stream of Casson liquid over a Non-uniform thickness extending sheet within the sight of Heating 

radiation alongside Non-uniform source/sink of Heat”, particularly. In addition, various administering conditions pertaining to 

Dissemination of Heat & flow, will likely be transformed into resource of non-linear “ODEs and settled mathematically utilizing 

bvp4c package”, specifically. Further, impact of appropriate boundaries, to be specific, “attractive field boundary, Casson 

boundary, Heat radiation boundary, Non-uniform Heat source/sink boundaries”, pertaining towards heat as well as flow 

dissemination will thereby be worked upon through means of mathematical applications, including diagrams as well.  Thus, 

through means of such application, various relevant outcomes are figured for subsequent grinding factor alongside diminished 

“Nusselt number”, from where it shall be concluded that radiative properties of Heat, results in improving temperature aspects of 

“Casson liquid”, respectively. 

 

1. Introduction 

As of late, works undertaken on “Non-Newtonian liquids” are altogether improved inferable from their colossal practical usage 

into aspects of “science as well as designing”. As a result, it is formulated that, width of these “non-Newtonian liquids, gradually 

turns on shear rate, wherein stuffs of daily use like- paints, shampoos, blood, and tooth glue are examples of such non-

Newtonian liquids”. Although, the prescribed comprising conditions are exceptionally non-linear for these liquids, as there isn't 

any model in writing, which tends to portray each resource of such “Non-Newtonian liquids”. Thus, on considering prompted 

impact on attractive field of peristaltic transport relating to Carreau Liquid, was specifically examined by “Hayat et al.” [1]. 

Similarly, “Heat radiation impact on free convective nanofluid stream over an upward plate was hypothetically researched, 

through works of Sandeep et al.” [2]. Further, “Sulochana and Sandeep [3] undertook work on ascertaining Heat & flow vehicle 

in MHD dusty stream over an extending/contracting chamber by thinking about the different temperatures, whereas Cattaneo-

Christov heat motion model for stream of variable warm conductivity summed up through Burgers liquid was specifically being 

studied by Waqas”[4], respectively. Moreover, study on altered attractive field impact pertaining to “MHD nanofluid stream” 

was thereby being undertaken by “Sandeep”[5]. 

In a relative manner, hypothetical examination of “Magneto hydrodynamic nanofluid stream inserted with the magnetite 

nanoparticles, was basically undertaken by Sandeep et al”[6]. Further, “Jayachandra Babu and Sandeep, [7] considered work on 

Upper form of Maxwell liquid stream over a dissolving surface with twofold definition, whereas examination of limit layer 

framed on an upper level surface of a paraboloid of upset inside a nano-fluid stream within the sight of thermophoresis and 

Brownian dissemination, was particularly being concentrated by Koriko et. al.”[8]. In addition, “Magneto hydrodynamic 

Oldroyd-B liquid stream with Soret and DuFour impacts was mathematically investigated by Sandeep and Gnaneswara Reddy” 

[9], while “Mohan Krishna et al. [10] explored the allegorical progression of MHD Carreau liquid involving lightness impacts”. 

Likewise, the frictional warming impact onto “ferro-fluid stream over a criticizing sheet was accounted for by Ramana Reddy et 

al”.[11]. Thereafter, “MHD stagnation stream of Casson liquid over an extending surface with Integrated limiting conditions 

was mathematically concentrated by Ibrahim and Makinde” [12], whereas, “Hayat et al. [13], undertook work on examining 3D 

limit layer stream of Sisko nanofluid through means of cross over attractive field impact”, respectively. 

Moreover, blended convectional stream of “Maxwell nanofluid within the sight of Heating age alongside assimilation was 

concentrated by Abbasi et al. [14], while 3-dimensional progression of radiative nanofluid with attractive field as well as internal 

source heating impacts was being worked upon by Abbasi et al.” [15]. Moving ahead, “Hayat et al. [16] considered the synthetic 

response impacts on radiative MHD stream, wherein specific technical outcomes pertaining to Heat & mass dissemination of 

blended hydrodynamic/warm slip stream over an extending sheet was thereby studied by Turkyilmazoglu” [17]. Double answers 

for unstable blended convection stream of miniature polar liquid over an extending and contracting sheet was concentrated by 

Sandeep and Slochana [18]. Followed by this, impacts of radiation on “MHD convective stream over a porous extending surface 

with attractions & heating effect was explored by Mohan Krishna et al”. [19]. Comparatively, various other specialists, [20-23] 

considered study on “Heat dissemination via attractive non-Newtonian liquid streams over different stream calculations, wherein 
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resulting impact of Thermophoresis and Brownian second on nanofluid stream over a microchannel was specifically being 

focused upon by Fani et al”. [24]. Thereafter, limiting layered flows pertaining to nano-fluids past an stretched upon sheet 

involving an integrated limiting conditions was particularly analyzed by “Makinde and Aziz” [25]. Lately, study on “MHD 

three-dimensional limit layering stream of Casson nanofluid past a straight sheet having convectional limiting condition, was 

given by Nadeem et al”. [26], followed by works of various specialists [27-30], in relation to MHD flows.  

 

2. Formulating of concerned problem 

 

 

 

Image.1 Tangible Model 

 

On taking into consideration, the stable “2D flow of Casson fluid through means of stretched sheet pertaining to variable width 

in such a way that the x-axis is along the sheet and y-axis is specifically appeared as to be perpendicular to it”. As a result, it’s 

being formulated in a manner wherein, = 𝐴(𝑥 + 𝑏)
1−𝑚

2  𝑢𝑤(𝑥) = (𝑥 + 𝑏)𝑚𝑈0, 𝑣𝑤 = 0, 𝑚 ≠ 1. Hence, for our work, radiating as 

well as “non-uniform Heat source/sink impacts” are specifically being focused upon, in addition to “transverse attracting field of 

solidarity By is forced along the subsequent flow”, which is thereby portrayed through means of Image.1, respectively. As a 

result, based on stated conditions, various set of expressions that are likely being used are given as under- 
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Representing conditions as- 

𝑢 = 𝑈𝑊(𝑥) + ℎ1
∗ (
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𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢(∞) = 0, 𝑇(∞) = 𝑇∞, 

wherein, 
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In equation 𝑞′′′ =
(𝑇𝑤−𝑇∞)𝑘𝑢𝑤

𝑥𝑣
(𝐴∗𝑓′ + 𝐵∗ (𝑇−𝑇∞)

(𝑇𝑤−𝑇∞)
)  represents “non-uniform Heat source/sink parameter”, considerably. 

 

Thus, “similarity transformations” are thereto being highlighted as- 

Wherein, we shall be suggesting about the presence of underlying conditions- 
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2
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Such that, 𝛹 is likely represented as −  𝑢 =
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𝜕𝛹

𝜕𝑥
 

𝑢 = 𝑈0(𝑥 + 𝑏)𝑚𝑓′(𝜂) and 𝑣 = −√(𝑚 + 1)
𝑣𝑈0

2
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       (8) 

flow function is particularly presented as-  

Through means of (7) & (8), expressions (2-3) are likely being transformed into-  
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Wherein, resulting condition is stated as- 
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} 

Such that, “M, Pr, as well as Ra” are being highlighted as- 
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Moreover, the basic quantities in relation to “engineering interest, the friction factor and the local Nusselt number” are gradually 

presented through-  

𝐶𝑓 = 2
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Such that, on taking into consideration, expression (5), the expression (19) gets converted to- 
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Wherein, 𝑅𝑒𝑥 =
𝑈𝑤𝑋

𝑣
 and 𝑋 = (𝑥 + 𝑏) 

 

3. Results alongside Discussions 

 

Through means of above provided work, varied sets pertaining to ODEs (8 - 10) in respect to limiting conditions (11) thereby is 

particularly presented via mathematical formulation by making use of “bvp4c package”, respectively, wherein the “non-

dimensional parameter” are variably selected as- Pr = 6, m = 0.5, M = 1, Ra = 0.5, h1 = h2 = A* = B* = 0.5,  = 0.2 . Moreover, 

considered upsides of these boundaries will in general be perpetual in present work, except if there exist any circumstance of 

being redirected in below given graphs. 

 

Images 2 as well as 3, thereby portrays effect pertaining to outer “magnetic field on flow alongside temperature fields of Casson 

liquid”, based on which its determined that, rising worth of cross over attractive field boundary, specifically supports resulting 

“magnetic field and decay the velocity field”, comparatively. Truly, expanding upsides of such “magnetic field boundary fortify 

the Lorentz force, which acts inverse to the stream field, ultimately resulting in decaying the speed profiles”. Moreover, several 

comparative outcomes has been noticed for expanding upsides of “Casson boundary”, as portrayed in images 4 as well as 5, 
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wherein for most part, expanding upsides of “Casson boundary smothers the viscous attribute of these flows”.  

Images 6-8 thereto represents impact pertaining to “Heat radiation and non-uniform Heat source/sink boundaries on temperature 

profiles of the Casson liquid, through which it was significantly formulated that, rising upsides of heat radiation and non-

uniform source/sink boundaries, tends to improve the temperature profiles of respective flows”, considerably. In a likely 

manner, positive upsides of unstable “heat source/sink boundaries behave like generators of heat”, particularly, which results in 

building of “temperature fields”. Although, a contrary pattern to above aspects is thereto identified for rising worth of dividing 

width of such boundary, which is displayed in Image 9.  

Moving ahead, impact pertaining to “dimension-less velocity slip boundary on heat and flow fields” is thereby being 

represented through image (10 as well as 11). As a result, unmistakably, the expanding worth of “velocity slip tends to decay 

resulting flow field, which subsequently lifts the Heat fields”. However, a contrary situation is identified in case of expanding 

upsides of “temperature bounce boundary and Prandtl number”, which is displayed through means of image (12 & 13), 

respectively.  

Henceforth, the diverse properties in “skin grating coefficient and nearby Nusselt number at various appropriate boundaries is 

shown in Table 1, through which its determined that, rising upsides of magnetic field boundary, speed, Heat radiative elements, 

Heat slip boundaries and Casson boundary, gradually decreases the neighborhood Nusselt number”. As a result, expanding 

worth of dividing width for boundaries, particularly act on improving its heat dissemination rate. 

 

 

Image.2 Impact pertaining to M based upon velocity field. 

 

 

Image.3 Impact pertaining to M based upon thermal field. 
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Image.4 Impact pertaining to  based upon velocity field. 

 

 

Image.5 Impact pertaining to  based upon thermal field. 
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Image.6 Impact pertaining to Ra based upon thermal field. 

 

 

 

 

Image.7 Impact pertaining to A* based upon thermal field. 
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Image.8 Impact pertaining to B* based upon thermal field. 

 

 

 

Image.9 Impact pertaining to  based upon thermal field. 
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Image.10 Impact pertaining to hI based upon velocity field. 

 

 

Image.11 Impact pertaining to h1 based upon thermal field. 
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Image.12 Impact pertaining to h2 based upon thermal field. 

 

 

 

Image.13 Impact pertaining to Pr based upon thermal field. 
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Table 1 Changes pertaining to tangible quantities at diverse pertinent attributes. 

 

M Ra  h1 h2 A*  Cf Nux 

0.1       -0.402640 0.222246 

0.4       -0.454791 0.200086 

0.7       -0.498500 0.174230 

 0.2      -0.633381 0.668461 

 0.4      -0.633381 0.624995 

 0.6      -0.633381 0.588461 

  0.5     -0.638598 0.659612 

  1.0     -0.647254 0.742026 

  1.5     -0.655855 0.815724 

   0.5    -0.633381 0.605993 

   1.0    -0.474382 0.532111 

   1.5    -0.380660 0.470960 

    0.5   -0.633381 0.605993 

    1.0   -0.633381 0.435435 

    1.5   -0.633381 0.339799 

     0.2  -0.633381 0.649458 

     0.4  -0.633381 0.620481 

     0.6  -0.633381 0.591505 

      0.5 -0.633381 0.605993 

      1.0 -0.721482 0.572876 

      1.5 -0.762779 0.554049 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

Based on our above conducted work, we aimed at analyzing “Free Integrated Heat Dissemination in a 2D Magneto 

Hydrodynamic stream of Casson liquid over a Non-uniform thickness extending sheet within the sight of Heating radiation 

alongside Non-uniform source/sink of Heat”, particularly. In addition, various administering conditions pertaining to 

Dissemination of Heat & flow, are also being worked upon for transforming it into resource of non-linear “ODEs and settled 

mathematically utilizing bvp4c package”, specifically. Also, various graphs and Image are taken as for assistance in 

understanding the concept, while outcomes for “friction factor and Nusselt number”, were obtained through help of 

mathematical application. 

As a result, below are given few of the outcomes of our work- 

• The “thermal boundary layer”, is specifically being regulated through attributes of “Non-uniform Heat Source/sink”. 

• Increasing attributes pertaining to Heat radiation decays the subsequent "Heat dissemination rate, while upgrading the 

temperature field".  

• Expanding width of wall, gradually tends to improve the heat dissemination aspects.  

• Resulting heat dissemination aspects subsequently gets diminish with "Casson boundary". 

• The "thermal field" is thereby controlled through "slip boundaries". 

 

Greek Symbols 

:  Electrical conductivity of the fluid 
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:   Dimensionless temperature  

:  Density of the fluid 

:   Casson fluid parameter 

:   Kinematic viscosity 

:   Wall thickness parameter

 

Nomenclature: 

u, v :  Velocity parameters in x and y directions. 

x :  Direction along the surface 

y :  Direction normal to the surface 

Cp :            Specific heat capacity at constant pressure 

A*,B*:   non-Uniform heat source/sink parameters 

k :  Thermal conductivity 

Tm :  Mean fluid temperature 

T :  Temperature of the fluid in the free stream 

h1
*  :  Dimensional velocity slip parameter 

h2    :  Dimensionless temperature jump parameter 

Cf :  Skin friction coefficient 

:   Stefan-Boltzmann constant  

k*   : mean absorption coefficient  

Nux: Local Nusselt number 

Rex :  Local Reynolds number 
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